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CombiNumerals PRO 4.0

FontSite Inc. proudly introduces CombiNumerals PRO, a new collec-
tion of symbol fonts designed for CD and DVD labeling, web graphics, 
Flash animation, instructional design and documentation, maps, signs, 
packaging, office forms and more.
 CombiNumerals Pro is the commercial big sister to Sean Cavanaugh’s  
popular freeware font CombiNumerals, which is available on the 
FontSite 500 CD as well as from software download sites all over the In-
ternet. The Pro package adds hundreds more symbols, logos and icons, 
as well as three new symbol fonts.

Numeric Characters

Like the freeware version, CombiNumerals Pro lets you create any single 
or double-digit number within a circle, but the Pro version also gives you 
the ability to create numbers with as many digits as you like.

SINGLE-DIGIT NUMBERS The numbers q through o and p are 
located on the qwertyuiop row of keys (respectively) on a US keyboard. 
For example, to create the number q, press the ‘q’ key; to create the 
number w, press the ‘w’ key; and so on.

DOUBLE-DIGIT NUMBERS The numbers a through 9( are created 
by first typing a number key, followed by Shift-number. For example, to 
create the number 6(, press the 6 key, then press Shift-9.
 Because double-digit numbers beginning with 1 can be problematic 
when it comes to spacing, pre-formed alternates for the numbers a 
through ; are provided along the asdfghjkl; row of keys (respectively) 
on a US keyboard. You can still type them as you would other double-
digit numbers, but you may find the alternates more visually attractive.

3+DIGIT NUMBERS You can create numbers of three or more digits 
within an oval. The first and last digits are created as described above. 
The interior digits 1 through 9 and zero are located on the zxcvbnm,./ 
(bottom) row of keys on a US keyboard. For example, to create the num-
ber 4c&, press the 4 key, the press the c key, then press Shift-7. You can 
also include plus and minus signs as well as decimal points and commas 
in your numbers.
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The Bold weight of CombiNumerals lets you 
create numerals and symbols within solid 

circles and ovals.
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Alphabetic Characters

New to the Pro version of CombiNumerals is the ability to create alpha-
betic characters within circles. The uppercase letters A–Z are created by 
holding down the Shift key and pressing a letter key.

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Additional Characters

In addition to numbers and letters, with CombiNumerals Pro you can 
create arrows, monetary symbols, emoticons and other useful symbols. 
Here are just a few of them:

` : ¡ È è ¤ Ê ê ¥¢£‰ª‚„ƒ

± ÷ ¶ § ñ ¿ ‘ “ ® ™ ç ì í

Â Á Ã À µ Ë • ‹ › Ì Í « »

Ç Ò † Ø ø ó ô õ ö ‡ ß º π

Î Ï à á ù ú û ü © ∑ þ Ω

Ó Ô Õ Ö Ù Ú Û Ü Æ æ Œ œ

Any character you type can also be a nega-
tive using a specially-created slash character. 
For example, the character ¿ becomes ¿\ 

A similar emphasis character can be created,
e.g., ¿ becomes ¿_. Any questions?

Introducing CombiSymbols

Included in the CombiNumerals Pro package are three new symbol 
fonts: CombiSymbols, a large collection of symbols and icons designed 
for web graphics, interface elements, Flash animation, packaging, etc., 
and CombiSymbols CD and DV, an assortment of industry symbols 
particularly useful for people creating artwork for CD and DVD labels 
and packaging.
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Whether you agree or strongly agree, 

CombiNumerals Pro is perfect for creating 
‘bubble’ forms used in surveys, evaluations 

and questionnaires.
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CombiSymbols

Below is a small sampling of characters from the CombiSymbols font 
included in the CombiNumerals Pro package:

CombiSymbols CD

This font was designed for people creating artwork and packaging for 
compact discs. It contains all of the Compact Disc logos from the Phillips 
“Color” books (official specifications), plus many other media symbols 
and logos appropriate for audio, data, software CDs and more. Here are 
just a few of the symbols included in the font:

ENFf¶Zø*o(72hSÌÇ
XVùU`–jHr6pß¤d—È

1e8lzTphOG3MWQ

CombiSymbols DV

This font contains all of the official DVD logos, plus surround sound 
logos, a complete collection of sound mode icons and more. Below are 
just a few of the symbols you can create with CombiSymbols DV:

12!htLPvxqYw

Price & Availability

The CombiNumerals Pro package (including all of the CombiSymbols 
fonts) is available for both Mac OS and Windows users in TrueType and 
PostScript Type 1 formats for US $14.95. The complete package can be 
purchased and downloaded from the FontSite.com. It is also available 
from MyFonts.com.
 For more information about the CombiNumerals Pro package, 
including charts showing the complete set of symbols, please visit us 
on the web at www.fontsite.com/cnpro.
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